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Comments and Credibility: How Critical User Comments Decrease Perceived 

News Article Credibility  

 

Abstract 

Many online user comments criticize the quality of news coverage. We conducted two 

experimental studies to assess the effects of such critical comments on readers’ perception of 

the credibility of news articles and to analyze the effectiveness of counter-measures. Findings 

suggest that critical user comments can reduce readers’ perceived credibility of a news 

article. We also demonstrate that this effect depends on whether a critical user comment 

receives Likes or not. Additionally, readers’ credibility perceptions can be restored when a 

critical comment receives a reply comment by a user that includes counter-speech. A 

disagreeing reply by a moderator is less effective. The findings provide important 

implications for research on credibility perceptions in online environments and for the effects 

of user-generated counter-speech and interactive moderation. 

 

Keywords: user comments, credibility, interactive moderation, media criticism, online news, 

experiment, counter-speech 
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Comments and Credibility: How Critical User Comments Decrease Perceived 

News Article Credibility 

 

In the contemporary media environment, news articles are often accompanied by user-

generated information. On the websites of various news outlets and on the Facebook, Twitter, 

or Instagram pages of these outlets, users can comment on many articles and use the Like and 

other reaction buttons to express an opinion. These forms of social information (Metzger, 

Flanagin, & Medders, 2010; Peter, Rossmann, & Keyling, 2014) indicate, more or less 

precisely and well-directed, how readers of news stories think about topics, actors, or the 

journalistic product. That way, they offer alternative perspectives and additional information 

to issues raised by journalists (Wendelin, Engelmann, & Neubarth, 2015) and provide 

citizens with the opportunity to engage in interactive discussions with others (Diakopoulos & 

Naamann, 2011; Springer, Engelmann, & Pfaffinger, 2015). These possibilities of public 

user-generated content have sparked hopes for democratizing effects in that citizens would 

participate in the public discourse, while news outlets would provide a forum for these 

discussions and disseminate the various opinions to a large audience (Ruiz, Domingo, Micó, 

Díaz-Noci, Meso, & Masip, 2011). Traditionally, news outlets have engaged in this role 

through - among others - letters to the editor, which offered a place for various opinions, 

shared conversation, and criticism. User comments can be considered a successor to this 

traditional form of reader feedback. Yet, they also introduced some unique features, such as 

the opportunity of anonymous participation and inclusive discussions, faster and interactive 

exchange between readers, and a diversified and much larger group of participants 

(McCluskey & Hmielowski, 2011). From an economic point of view, the image of news 

outlets might benefit from allowing readers to discuss in comment sections in an appropriate 

manner and thereby contribute to the news interpretation process (Vujnovic, 2011; Ziegele & 
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Quiring, 2013). Some journalists appreciate user comments (MacGregor, 2014) and, for 

example, accept them as a valuable source of information (Duffy, Ling, & Tandoc Jr, 2017). 

Others primarily feel negative about comments (Bergström & Wadbring, 2015; Viscovi & 

Gustafsson, 2013). A particular cause of these negative attitudes, according to various 

studies, is the proliferation of uncivil, abusive, or overly critical comments (Craft, Vos, & 

Wolfgang, 2016; Loke, 2012; Robinson, 2010; Reich, 2011). Wright and colleagues, too, 

suggest that journalists assume a general potential of comments for public discourse, yet they 

also experience relevant challenges including severe criticism of their work (Wright, Jackson, 

& Graham, 2019).  

In fact, content analyses have shown that user comments on the websites and 

Facebook pages of news media outlets are predominantly adverse and critical towards the 

news articles or the issues reported (Coe, Kenski, & Rains, 2014; Prochazka & Schweiger, 

2016). Such comments, according to previous research, can negatively affect readers’ 

evaluation of the quality of the respective news articles, although the evidence regarding 

which quality dimensions are actually influenced by these comments is inconsistent (Dohle, 

2018; Kümpel & Springer, 2016; Prochazka, Weber, & Schweiger, 2018). The current studies 

investigate the effects of critical user comments on perceived article credibility. Thereby, the 

studies focus on a quality dimension that has been considered as crucial in the context of a 

potential trust crisis of the news media (Fletcher & Park, 2017), but that is yet to be 

comprehensively examined in empirical studies.  

Additionally, few studies have investigated how feedback to critical comments in 

online discussions affects the influence of these critical comments. The current studies aim at 

filling this gap by examining how direct and indirect social information (Peter et al., 2014), 

such as Likes to a comment and reply comments written by users and professional 

community moderators, change the effects of critical comments on readers’ credibility 
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judgments. The findings contribute to a better understanding of the relevance of media 

criticism in user-generated content and provide an empirical estimate of the effectiveness of 

potential counter-measures. 

Recipients’ Perceptions of News Credibility 

Credibility is a central parameter in people’s perception and evaluation of news 

content (Kohring & Matthes, 2007). Marchionni (2015) defines credibility as “a 

multidimensional construct that measures the perceived believability of a message (article), 

source (journalist or news site) or medium” (p. 235). Some communication scholars prefer 

the term “trust” over “credibility”, but, essentially, draw on similar concepts (Kohring & 

Matthes, 2007). Credibility perceptions of journalistic content are often measured with items 

referring to perceived believability, trustworthiness, and authenticity. Criteria such as 

perceived accuracy and impartiality are used in credibility research, too (Appelman & 

Sundar, 2016; Flanagin & Metzger, 2000). Generally, according to the definition by 

Marchionni (2015), credibility is not inherent in a communicator or message, but is always 

constructed by recipients (“perceived believability”). In contrast to that, news quality can be 

measured along normative and predefined criteria (e.g., by analyzing particular 

characteristics of the content of a message, Urban & Schweiger, 2014) as well as it can be 

measured subjectively (e.g., by asking people about their quality perceptions, Prochazka et 

al., 2018). Scholars then refer to similar criteria used to describe perceived credibility, for 

example, perceived accuracy and impartiality (Urban & Schweiger, 2014).  

Although recipients rate criteria of journalistic quality, like balance, relevance and 

impartiality, as important (Tsfati, Meyers, & Peri, 2006), experimental research suggests that 

the occurrence of these criteria in journalistic products hardly affects the recipients’ 

evaluations of journalistic content (Urban & Schweiger, 2014). Instead, users appear to rely 

on information that is less complex and easier to evaluate (e.g., Fichter & Jonas, 2008). This 
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phenomenon is often explained with theories of dual processing (e.g., Petty & Cacioppo, 

1986). Especially when consuming news online, recipients do not necessarily read articles 

carefully, but rather scan through them (Weinreich, Obendorf, Herder, & Mayer, 2008). 

Therefore, judgments about the content are likely to be based on peripheral information rather 

than on the actual quality of the journalistic content (Prochazka et al., 2018). Moreover, 

online recipients are confronted with a multitude of information. In consequence, they tend to 

consider peripheral information when assessing the credibility of an object. Especially social 

information provided by other users, such as Likes and comments, helps users to evaluate the 

credibility or quality of journalistic content (Metzger et al., 2010).  

Social Information and Perceived Credibility 

In social media, journalistic content is often accompanied by various forms of “online 

social information” (Metzger et al., 2010; Peter et al., 2014). Indirect social information 

includes aggregated user evaluation ratings, such as Likes and reactions. Scholars 

investigating social information have used various labels like popularity cues or approval 

ratings (Haim, Kümpel, & Brosius, 2018). Evaluation buttons such as the “Like” button are 

low-effort means to express one’s judgment about journalistic content (e.g., Likes to an 

article) or content generated by other users (e.g., Likes to a comment). Independent of the 

intended meaning of a particular Like (Crawford & Gillespie, 2016), the aggregated ratings 

indicate a summary statement of general approval or disapproval and they can affect readers 

in a similar way as statistical summary information in traditional news coverage (Lee & Jang, 

2010). Direct social information includes explicit recommendations by users or user 

comments on professional or user-generated content. In contrast to aggregated indirect social 

information, direct social information provides individual, vivid, and accessible information 

and therefore resembles the so-called exemplars of traditional news coverage (Zillmann, 

2002).  
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Recent research has supported the assumption that social information, such as Likes 

and comments, affect users’ perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors (e.g., Haim et al., 2018). 

Among the results are effects of social information on readers’ selection of and exposure to 

online news content (e.g., Messing & Westwood, 2014), effects on readers’ attitudes towards 

the issues reported (e.g., Heinbach, Ziegele, & Quiring, 2018; Jin, Phua, & Lee, 2015), and 

effects on readers’ judgements of the journalistic product (see below). A theoretical approach 

to explain the effects of social information is rooted in dual processing: When individuals 

process information on a peripheral route, they may use social information as heuristic cues 

to evaluate the credibility of this information (Dohle, 2018; Prochazka et al., 2018). Other 

authors have suggested that indirect social information (i.e., Likes and Shares) could serve as 

anchoring heuristics (Porten-Cheé, Haßler, Jost, Eilders, & Maurer, 2018) and indicate 

descriptive norms of how others think about an issue (Go, Jung, & Wu, 2014). Thereby, such 

cues can serve as indicators of public opinion (Lee, 2012; Lee & Jang, 2010).  

In sum, these considerations suggest that comments and Likes can affect how readers 

perceive, elaborate, and evaluate information. In our first study, we will therefore investigate 

how direct social information that relates to a news post, namely critical user comments, 

affect the perceived credibility of a news article. In the second study, we replicate this effect 

and include additional direct and indirect social information that accompanies a critical 

comment, namely Likes to a comment and reply comments. 

Study 1: Effects of User Comments on Credibility Perceptions of a News Article  

Often irrespective of the actual journalistic quality of news articles, many user 

comments criticize the news articles, particularly a lack of accuracy and impartiality 

(Prochazka & Schweiger, 2016). Comments that compliment news articles for fulfilling 

standards of quality journalism are rare (Prochazka & Schweiger, 2016). Certainly, critical 

comments may legitimately depict a lack of professional standards like missing accuracy, 
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impartiality, comprehensibility, or topicality. They may validly add further information or 

opposing views. However, other critical comments may unjustifiably criticize valid and 

substantiated journalistic content. It is thus relevant to know how critical comments affect 

readers’ perceptions of news articles. Prochazka and colleagues (2018) found that, compared 

to civil comments, uncivil user comments (i.e., disrespectful comments that include insults, 

slander, and discrimination against social groups, see also Coe et al., 2014) decreased an 

article’s perceived “formal quality” (p.8), which refers to ethics and comprehensibility. 

Moreover, the authors found that unreasoned comments, that did not provide arguments for 

their positions, had a negative effect on the perceived “informational quality” (p.8), which 

refers to perceived relevance, diversity, and impartiality of the article. However, this effect 

only occurred for unknown news outlets. While uncivil and unreasoned comments decreased 

the perceived quality, neither civil nor reasoned comments improved the perceived quality 

compared to a comment-free version. The authors concluded that the low quality of the 

comments, marked by their incivility and lack of reasoning, “spilled over” to the perceived 

quality of the article. However, they did not manipulate the comments’ assessment of the 

article. In contrast, Thorson, Vraga, and Ekdale (2010) found that readers’ credibility ratings 

for a news story increased when the comments were uncivil and ideologically incongruent. 

The authors explain their findings with social judgment theory, arguing that under the 

condition of an extreme discrepancy between the tone of the news story and the related 

comments, the comments might be perceived as considerably less credible than the story. 

Then, a contrast effect in the observers’ judgment behavior can occur, which makes the 

article appear more credible by comparison. Regarding the valence of comments toward a 

news article, Kümpel and Springer (2016) found that user comments that made negative 

statements about the accuracy and impartiality of a news article decreased the perceived 

accuracy and impartiality of the news article compared to comments with positive 
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assessment. Dohle (2018) arrived at similar results: Participants rated the perceived quality of 

a news article (measured in terms of transparency, impartiality, completeness, correctness) as 

lower when the article was accompanied by comments that assessed the article’s 

transparency, completeness, impartiality, and correctness in a predominantly negative way 

compared to when these attributes of the article were assessed in a predominantly positive 

way.  

The criteria of news perception that the studies which we reviewed assessed (e.g., 

Kümpel & Springer, 2016; Prochazka et al., 2018; Thorson et al., 2010) in some parts overlap 

with criteria of news credibility perception (Flanagin & Metzger, 2000). We therefore test if 

civil comments proposing views dissonant to a news article and devaluating the journalistic 

quality decrease the readers’ credibility judgment of the article. We postulate:  

H1: Critical user comments will reduce the perceived credibility of a news article 

compared to an article that received supporting comments or no comments.  

Method 

Design and participants. To test our hypothesis, we conducted a 2x2 between-

subjects experiment. We varied the comment valence (supportive vs. critical) and the context 

in which the article and the comment thread were presented (two different German news 

media outlets). We also included an additional comment-free control group. Undergraduate 

students of a large university in Germany participated voluntarily. Two hundred twenty-six 

participants were randomly assigned to one of the five conditions. Seventy-seven percent of 

these participants were female and the mean age was 21 years (SD = 2.39). 

Procedure and stimuli. Participants in the experimental conditions were shown one 

of four versions of a news article about so-called superfoods with two user comments below. 

The article, which criticized superfoods as a “sales pitch”, was identical across all groups. At 

the time of the survey, that issue was rather novel in Germany and not yet frequently present 
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in the media. Manipulating the valence of the user comments, one half of the participants 

were exposed to two user comments supporting the article’s quality as well as its point of 

view regarding superfoods (supportive comments). The other participants were shown two 

user comments criticizing the article’s point of view and quality (critical comments). The 

comments were written in a civil tone. Based on the finding that reasoned user comments 

have a higher persuasive impact (Winter, 2013), all user comments provided reasons for their 

claims. For example, the first critical comment referenced further information to criticize that 

the article was undifferentiated and polemic. The second comment claimed that the article 

contained false information. The supportive comments complimented the article and provided 

additional information supporting the article’s arguments. 

To control for the potential influence of different news outlets on the presumed effect, 

the article was labelled to either originate from the online news site of Sueddeutsche Zeitung, 

which is known as a well-respected, high-quality national German newspaper, or the news 

site of the BILD-Zeitung, which is a German tabloid known for its sensationalist coverage. 

The stimulus material is available in the Online Appendix 1. 

Participants of the control group were exposed to a version of the article without user 

comments and without indication of a news outlet.  

Pretest. The construct validity of the stimulus material regarding direction and 

persuasiveness of the news article and the valence of the user comments was ensured in two 

web-based pretests with a total of 50 participants.  

Measures. Unless noted otherwise, we measured all variables on five-point scales 

ranging from 1 = I completely disagree to 5 = I fully agree. 

After exposure to the stimulus, participants rated the perceived credibility of the news 

article on five items (e.g., “reliable”, “believable”, α = .83, M = 3.39, SD = 0.67; Appelman 

& Sundar, 2016). 
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For the treatment check, we asked the participants how they perceived the valence of 

the user comments toward the article (five-point scale from 1 = very negative to 5 = very 

positive, M = 2.65, SD = 1.22) and the extent of criticism toward the article (e.g., “the user 

comments criticized the credibility of the article”, 3 items, α = .89, M = 3.17, SD = 1.20). 

Additionally, we measured various control variables. More specifically, we measured 

participants’ involvement in the issue of healthy nutrition (e.g., “important”, “interesting”, 4 

items, α = .84, M = 3.87, SD = 0.76; Zaichkowsky, 1985) and participants’ general trust in 

established news media (e.g., “can be trusted”, “are accurate”, 6 items, α = .85, M = 3.22, SD 

= 0.63; Tsfati & Cappella, 2003). Participants’ age and gender were recorded at the end of the 

survey.  

Results 

Treatment check. An ANOVA showed that the manipulation of the valence of the 

user comments was successful: Participants exposed to supportive comments perceived the 

comments as more positive toward the article (M = 3.45, SD = 1.21) than participants who 

read the critical comments (M = 1.95, SD = 0.66), F(1, 183) = 112.67, p < .001, ηp² = .38. In 

addition, readers of the critical comments perceived these comments as more critical towards 

the article (M = 4.12, SD = .53) than readers of supportive comments (M = 2.01, SD = 0.89), 

F(1, 183) = 359.89, p < .001, ηp² = .66.  

Hypothesis testing. To test H1, we compared participants’ perceptions of the article’s 

credibility depending on the valence of the user comments using a one-way ANCOVA 

model. The news outlet was included as an additional factor, and general media trust and 

issue involvement were included as covariates. We observed a main effect of the valence of 

the user comments on perceived article credibility, F(1, 162) = 29.49, p < .001, ηp2 = .15. The 

brand of the news outlet was also significantly related to perceived article credibility, F(1, 

162) = 14.89, p < .001, ηp2 = .08. The article was perceived more credible when it appeared 
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to be published by the reputable Sueddeutsche Zeitung rather than the tabloid Bild-Zeitung. 

However, there was no significant interaction effect between comment valence and news 

outlet, F(1, 162) = 0.001, p = .98. The covariates media trust, F(1, 162) = 2.51, p = .12, and 

involvement, F(1, 162) = 1.10, p = .30, were not significantly related to perceived article 

credibility. Planned contrasts revealed that participants who were exposed to critical user 

comments perceived the related article as less credible (M = 3.06, SD = 0.68) than 

participants in the supportive comments condition (M = 3.64, SD = 0.66), p < .001, 95% CI [-

0.81, -0.31]. In addition, critical user comments decreased the perceived article credibility (M 

= 3.06, SD = 0.68) compared to a version without comments (M = 3.64, SD = 0.42), p = .001, 

95% CI [-0.90, -0.20]. Thus, H1 is supported. No significant differences of credibility 

perception between participants of the supportive comments condition and the control group 

were found, p = 1.00, 95% CI [-0.36, 0.35].  

Study 2: The Influence of User-User-Interaction and User-Moderator-

Interaction on Perceived News Article Credibility 

The results of the first study suggest that even very few critical comments can reduce 

readers’ credibility evaluations of a news article. The second study aims at contributing a 

deeper understanding how further interactions with critical user comments by other users and 

professional community moderators alleviate or even boost the negative effects of these 

comments on readers’ credibility perceptions. Additionally, study 2 intends to replicate the 

findings of study 1 (additional test of H1, see above). To lend greater generalizability to the 

findings, we use novel stimulus material regarding topic, comments, and platform (Facebook 

instead of an online news site). 

Influence of Social Information Accompanying a Critical Comment: Likes and Reply 

Comments by Users 
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It is the very nature of social media that users respond to other users’ content and 

receive feedback themselves. In fact, most social media platforms and comment sections on 

news websites provide a reply function and evaluation buttons for comments. Ksiazek and 

colleagues (2016) have conceptualized the use of these functions as user-user-interactions. 

Content analyses show that users regularly refer to other users in their comments and that 

they frequently use evaluation buttons (e.g., Coe et al., 2014). Thus, they complement 

existing user comments with direct and indirect social information (Kalch & Naab, 2017; 

Naab, Kalch, & Meitz, 2018; Peter et al., 2014).  

In previous sections, we elaborated how user-generated social information 

accompanying news articles may affect readers’ perceptions of this journalistic content. We 

propose that the theoretical assumptions regarding the effects of these user-content-

interactions can be transferred to user-user-interactions and the effects of direct and indirect 

social information accompanying user comments. In other words, we assume that replies and 

Likes to user comments should lead to similar effects as comments and Likes to journalistic 

content. Indeed, Go and colleagues (2014) showed that both the social information on a 

Facebook page in general and the social information to related user comments influenced 

users’ perceptions of source credibility. Other researchers have added that a high number of 

Likes to a user comment can increase the impact of that comment on the perceptions of 

recipients because these Likes convert a single case into an exemplar that represents the 

attitudes or experiences of a larger social group (Peter et al., 2014). However, so far, studies 

have not investigated the effects of social information on readers’ credibility assessments in a 

news context. 

This study investigates the effects of both Likes and reply comments to critical 

comments. As previously described, a high number of comment Likes should increase the 

persuasive value of the respective comment. Similarly, regarding reply comments, an 
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agreeing reply to a comment should make the respective comment more persuasive. In 

contrast, similar to the effects of a critical user comment to a journalistic article, a disagreeing 

reply to a comment is assumed to reduce the persuasive value of the respective comment. In 

sum, we hypothesize:  

H2: An article accompanied by a critical user comment is perceived as less credible 

when the comment has received Likes compared to a version with a critical comment without 

Likes.  

H3: An article accompanied by a critical user comment is perceived as more credible 

when the comment has received a disagreeing reply comment by another user compared to 

when the critical comment has received an agreeing reply by another user or no reply. 

Influence of Interactive Moderation by the Media Outlet 

In the previous section, we argued that the negative effect of critical comments on the 

credibility of a news article could potentially be reduced or neutralized when users respond to 

these comments with disagreeing reply comments. However, users’ participation in comment 

sections is voluntary and users might not be motivated or feel no need to engage with 

comments of others. In contrast to that, news outlets themselves have an interest in preserving 

an attractive discussion space for their readers, safeguarding their image, and recognize legal 

responsibility (Stroud, Scacco, Muddiman, & Curry, 2015; Ziegele & Quiring, 2013; 

Vujnovic, 2011). Besides various techniques like automated tools of content moderation and 

flagging mechanisms, media outlets consider how professional community moderators 

themselves could respond to comments. Such responses to user comments have been 

investigated under the label of interactive moderation (Marchionni, 2015; Stroud et al., 2015; 

Wright et al., 2019). Stroud and colleagues (2015), for example, showed that moderators who 

ask and encourage questions and share additional information can improve the deliberative 

quality of comments. Interactive moderation of uncivil user comments also makes readers 
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perceive the discussion atmosphere as more deliberative, which in turn can increase their 

willingness to participate (Wise, Hamman, & Thorson, 2006; Ziegele & Jost, 2016).  

In this study, we are interested in whether professional moderators can engage with 

critical user comments in a similar way as users potentially can (see H3) to prevent negative 

effects on readers’ credibility perception by critical comments that they perceive as 

inappropriate for one reason or another. In fact, professional engagement through elaborate 

replies to critical user comments could increase the salience of quality differences between 

the user comment and the journalistic content. Such a contrast effect could then increase the 

perceived credibility of the journalistic content (Thorson et al., 2010). Additionally, the pure 

signal of social presence of media actors through moderation comments could make users 

more aware that there are distinct individuals behind the otherwise anonymous media 

organization. This might in turn lead to more favorable credibility judgments as individuals 

usually receive higher ratings than institutions (Hassanein & Head, 2007; Marchionni, 2015; 

Newhagen & Nass, 1989). On the other hand, comment spaces provide an important forum 

for counter voices including reader criticism of media actors and journalistic standards and 

processes. Readers thus might consider interactive moderation of critical user comments as 

inappropriate defensive reactions, and this perception could negatively impact the perception 

of journalistic impartiality and ultimately result in a loss of credibility (Diakopoulos & 

Naaman, 2011). 

To our knowledge, no study has investigated how interactive moderation 

contradicting a critical comment influences readers’ judgment of the credibility of the 

products of a media outlet – particularly in comparison with a disagreeing reply comment that 

is written by an ordinary user. Thus, we ask: 
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RQ1: Does it affect the perceived credibility of an article when a critical user 

comment receives a disagreeing reply by either a professional community moderator, another 

user, or no reply at all? 

Method 

Design and participants. We set up an unbalanced between-subject experimental 

design that included nine different versions of a discussion thread below a news article about 

vaccinations on a Facebook page. We varied 1) whether a critical user comment below the 

news article had received Likes (Likes vs. no Likes), 2) whether the critical user comment 

had received a reply comment by a professional community moderator, by another user, or 

whether it did not receive a reply comment at all (moderator vs. user vs. no reply). Finally, in 

the conditions in which the reply comment was written by another user, we varied 3) whether 

the user agreed or disagreed with the critical comment. Additionally, we included a control 

group that did not see a critical user comment or a reply comment below the news article (see 

table 1 for an overview of the experimental groups).  

[Insert Table 1 about here] 

We distributed the link to the survey across a wide variety of diverse open Facebook 

groups (including groups on pets, sports, music, education, computers, and various hobbies). 

While this would still leave us with a convenience sample, we expected to generate some 

variance regarding the sociodemographic and psychographic backgrounds of the participants. 

Four hundred sixty-four participants were randomly assigned to one of the experimental 

conditions or the control group and answered the online questionnaire (72% female; age: 

M = 26.53, SD = 9.08, 46% had received an university degree).  

Procedure and stimulus. First, participants indicated their general trust in news 

media and their involvement in the issue of vaccinations. They were then exposed to a 

Facebook post about the importance of vaccinations that was posted on the Facebook page of 
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a fictitious news magazine (Welt24.de). This issue was chosen because most citizens have 

some personal experience with the issue and it is subject to controversial debates. Several 

user comments were added below the post. The number of comments depended on the 

experimental condition (see below). The first and the last comment in each condition were 

not manipulated and included neutral statements. After reading the news post and the 

comments, participants were directed to the next page of the online questionnaire showing the 

full news article. After that, participants answered questions on their perception of the news 

article and a treatment check. 

The critical user comment blamed the news article for being biased and questioned its 

credibility very directly. It accused the media outlet of inaccurate reporting and claimed that 

the pharmaceutical industry has commercial interests in vaccinations and influences scientific 

studies advocating vaccinations. Thus, the comment put forward arguments commonly 

offered by vaccination opponents, which are, however, contradictory to scientific evidence on 

vaccinations.  

Regarding the manipulated factor 1), the critical comment had received either no or 

33 Likes by other users.  

Regarding the manipulated factor 2), the critical comment had received a reply 

comment in six experimental conditions. The reply comment was posted either by a 

professional community moderator of the news outlet or by another user. The author of the 

reply was made identifiable via the profile name and picture (“Welt24” for the professional 

community moderator vs. “Andreas Liebig” for the user).  

Regarding the manipulated factor 3), we varied the valence of the reply comment 

posted by the user. The reply either agreed or disagreed with the critical comment. In the 

agreement condition, the commenter indicated that he could fully understand the criticism of 

the critical comment. He argued that the article was not thoroughly written and that it 
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neglected crucial scientific evidence. In the disagreement condition, the author of the reply 

comment disagreed with the commenter stating that the article was well-written and used 

reliable sources. In all experimental conditions with a reply by a professional community 

moderator of Welt24, the moderator posted disagreement. Surely, moderators might respond 

to criticism in various ways, including admitting errors, asking questions, or providing further 

evidence. But since the position of the article on vaccinations was clearly backed by scientific 

evidence, it seemed unrealistic that a professional moderator would support a critical 

comment that questions the credibility of the article and the evidence for the advocated 

position on vaccinations. The stimulus material is available in the Online Appendix 2. 

Pretest. Prior to the study, we conducted a qualitative and quantitative pretest (N = 

31) of the stimulus material. The Facebook post and the news article were perceived as 

comprehensible and credible, the news article as authentic. Participants also rated several 

critical as well as neutral comments with varying Like counts. The comment that was 

perceived as most critical toward the article and as most relevant was used as stimulus 

material.  

Measures. Unless noted otherwise, all variables were measured on seven-point scales 

ranging from 1 = I completely disagree to 7 = I fully agree.  

Perceived article credibility was measured with the same items as in study 1 (α = .81; 

M = 4.47; SD = 1.03). 

General trust in the news media (α = .92, M = 3.92, SD = 1.12) and issue involvement 

were measured with the same items as in study 1 (α = .82, M = 5.28, SD = 1.14), but of 

course referring to vaccination instead of healthy nutrition. 

Participants perceived the critical comment as critical towards the news article (7 

items, α = .79, M = 5.84, SD = 0.91). For the treatment check, participants rated whether they 

perceived that the critical comment was appreciated by many users (3 items, α = .95, M = 
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3.84, SD = 2.05). They also indicated whether they perceived the reply comment was written 

by a user (2 items, α = .89, M = 4.42, SD = 2.21) and whether it disagreed with the comment 

(5 items, α = .92, M = 4.75, SD = 1.95). 

Results 

Treatment Check. ANOVAs showed that the manipulations of Like count, author of 

the reply comment, and valence of the reply comment were successful: The comment with 33 

Likes was perceived as more appreciated by other users (M = 5.18, SD = 1.40) than the 

comment without Likes (M = 2.50, SD = 1.68), F(1, 390) = 292.87, p < .001, ηp² = .43. The 

reply comment authored by “Andreas Liebig” was perceived as being written by another user 

(M = 5.70, SD = 1.33), while the reply comment authored by “Welt24.de” was perceived as 

being written by a moderator (M = 1.96, SD = 1.32), F(1, 290) = 524.97, p < .001, ηp² = .64. 

The disagreeing reply comment was perceived as disagreeing much more intensely with the 

critical comment (M = 5.86, SD = 1.03) than the reply supporting the critical comment (M = 

2.53, SD = 1.33), F(1, 290) = 556.25, p < .001, ηp² = .66.  

Hypotheses testing. H1 assumed (as also tested in study 1) that a critical user 

comment reduces the perceived credibility of a news article compared to an article that 

received no critical comment. H2 assumed that an article accompanied by a critical user 

comment is perceived as less credible when the comment has received Likes compared to a 

version with a critical comment without Likes. We conducted a one-way ANCOVA to 

analyze differences of the perceived credibility of the news article in the stimulus conditions 

1 without critical comment (control group), condition 2 with a critical comment without 

Likes, and condition 3 with a critical comment with 33 Likes (see Table 1 for an overview 

over the conditions and the descriptives of perceived article credibility by conditions). We 

controlled for general media trust and issue involvement. We found a significant difference in 

mean perceived credibility of the news article, F(2, 148) = 8.32, p < .001, ηp2 = .10. The 
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article was perceived most credible when it had not received a critical comment (condition 1, 

control group, M = 4.69, SD = 0.85), followed by the article with a critical comment without 

Likes (condition 2, M = 4.62, SD = 0.92). When the critical comment had received 33 Likes, 

the article was perceived as least credible (condition 3, M = 4.06, SD = 0.97). Planned 

contrasts revealed that a critical comment without Likes did not significantly decrease the 

perceived credibility of the article compared to the control group without a critical comment, 

p = .952, 95% CI [-0.34, 0.32]. However, when the critical comment had received Likes, the 

perceived credibility of the article was significantly lower than in the control group, p < .001, 

95% CI [-0.94, -0.27]. H1 is partly supported. Planned contrasts also revealed that the 

perceived credibility of the article was significantly higher when the critical comment had not 

received Likes than when it had, p = .001, 95% CI [0.26, 0.94]. H2 is supported. The 

covariate media trust was not significantly related to perceived credibility, F(1, 148) = 3.66, p 

= .058, ηp2 = .02. In contrast, involvement was significantly and positively associated with 

perceived credibility, F(1, 148) = 17.59, p <. 001, ηp2 = .11.  

H3 assumed that an agreeing reply comment posted by another user decreases the 

perceived credibility, and RQ1 asked for the effect of disagreeing reply comments written by 

another user or a moderator. To test the hypothesis and answer the research question, we 

conducted a one-way ANCOVA comparing the effects of a critical user comment without 

reply comment (conditions 2 and 3) with a version with a disagreeing user reply (conditions 4 

and 5), a version with a disagreeing moderator reply (conditions 6 and 7), and a version with 

an agreeing user reply (conditions 8 and 9). We computed an independent factor with the 

combined information on “valence and author of the reply”. We added the Like count of the 

critical comment (no Likes vs. 33 Likes) as a second independent factor and, again, 

controlled for general media trust and involvement in the issue of vaccination. We found a 

significant effect of the variable “valence and author of the reply comment” on the perceived 
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credibility of the news article, F(3, 403) = 2.72, p = .041, ηp2 = .02. Testing H3, planned 

contrasts revealed that the news article was perceived as significantly more credible when the 

critical comment had received a disagreeing user reply (conditions 4 and 5, M = 4.67, SD = 

1.10; average across the experimental groups with and without Likes) than when it had not 

received a reply (conditions 2 and 3, M = 4.34, SD = 0.98), p = .027, 95% CI [-0.58, -0.03]. A 

disagreeing user reply to the critical comment also resulted in a significantly higher perceived 

article credibility than a critical comment with an agreeing user reply (conditions 8 and 9, M 

= 4.34, SD = 0.99), p = .007, 95% CI [-0.64, -0.10]. An agreeing user reply, however, did not 

significantly decrease perceived credibility compared to no reply, p = .631, 95% CI [-0.33, 

0.20]. H3 is supported.  

Planned contrasts further revealed that the news article was not perceived 

significantly different when it had received a disagreeing reply by a moderator (conditions 6 

and 7, M = 4.42, SD = 1.09; average across the experimental groups with and without Likes) 

compared to when it had not received a reply at all (conditions 2 and 3, M = 4.34, SD = 0.98), 

p = .719, 95% CI [-0.22, 0.32], and compared to when it had received a disagreeing reply by 

a user (conditions 4 and 5, M = 4.67, SD = 1.10), p = .062, 95% CI [-0.53, 0.01].  

There was no significant interaction effect between the two independent variables 

“valence and author of the reply” and Like count, F(3, 403) = 2.20, p = .088, ηp2 = .02. The 

covariates media trust, F(1, 403) = 22.88, p < .001, ηp2 = .05, and involvement, F(1, 403) = 

27.60, p <. 001, ηp2 = .06, were significantly and positively related to perceived article 

credibility. 

Discussion 

This paper investigated how critical user comments affect readers’ credibility 

perceptions of an online news article and how reactions to such comments in the form of 

Likes and replies change this effect. The first experiment revealed that critical user comments 
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on an online news site decreased the perceived credibility of the related news article. The 

second experiment replicated this finding in a different context and corroborates the 

conclusions of previous studies that readers use critical user comments as cues to evaluate the 

quality of news articles (Dohle, 2018; Kümpel & Springer, 2016). Study 1 showed that this 

effect occurred for two different media outlets, namely Sueddeutsche Zeitung and BILD-

Zeitung. Although this was not explicitly tested, it indicates that the results might be 

applicable to high-quality as well as tabloid news outlets.  

Certainly, critical comments can serve as a relevant corrective against unsubstantiated 

or one-sided journalistic content. Scrutinizing an article’s credibility will then be an 

important and desirable function of user comments. It was an aim of the study to examine 

whether this function can be met and critical comments indeed have an effect. Moreover, 

many comments express unsubstantiated and across-the-board criticism behind a seemingly 

civil tone. It is therefore also important to know whether the negative effects of such critical 

comments can be countered. Consequently, we aimed to shed light on the circumstances that 

reduce or strengthen the effects of critical comments on readers’ credibility attributions. 

Indeed, study 2 suggests that a critical comment does not always impede readers’ credibility 

attribution compared to a comment thread that does not include a critical comment. It does 

so, however, when other users indicate their approval of the criticism by pushing the Like 

button, thereby possibly serving other users as anchoring heuristics (Porten-Cheé, Haßler, 

Jost, Eilders, & Maurer, 2018) and indicators of public opinion (Lee, 2012; Lee & Jang, 

2010).  

In contrast, additional replies to a critical comment supporting its criticism did not 

further damage the perceived credibility of the news article. Instead, when another user 

counter-argued against the criticism in a reply comment, this measure helped to restore the 

article’s perceived credibility. Thus, while aggregated, indirect social information in Likes 
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can boost the negative effects of media criticism, exemplar discursive, direct social 

information in replies can counter it. These findings contribute to a deeper understanding of 

exemplification effects of user-generated social information. In line with Peter and colleagues 

(2014), the findings confirm that exemplars in the form of user comments can influence 

people’s perception. Additionally, a disagreeing reply comment by another user countered 

this effect. Moreover, the second study adds empirical evidence on the impact of indirect 

social information. The results suggest that Likes may be able to turn a single critical 

comment into an exemplar representing a larger group of readers.  

However, when the critical comment in study 2 received a reply, the Like count also 

did not change its influence on credibility perceptions anymore. This is in line with research 

on the influence of exemplars compared to base-rate information. Illustrative individual cases 

(comparable to individual users’ replies) exert stronger effects on opinion formation and 

perception of public opinion than statistical information (comparable to Like counts; Brosius 

& Barthelt, 1994; Lee & Jang, 2010). Probably, the Like count of 33 Likes in study 2 was too 

small and it needs to represent a much larger group of people to overwhelm the effect of a 

disagreeing reply comment. Alternatively, the intended meaning of a Like is hard to interpret 

(Crawford & Gillespie, 2016). This might also cause that the more detailed and vivid 

information of reply comments was more effective. Future exemplification research should 

further investigate the differences between statistical, indirect social information and 

discursive, direct social information. 

Since user comments are more likely to dismiss news articles than to support them 

(Prochazka & Schweiger, 2016) and since many comments include unsubstantiated criticism, 

editors and community managers might wish to counter particular critical comments. 

However, the findings of study 2 indicate that it does not increase credibility ratings when a 

moderator posts a disagreeing reply. Theoretically, this suggests that moderators, who are 
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part of the criticized news outlet, might be trusted less than “ordinary” users when trying to 

counter critical comments. Their interventions could be perceived as illegitimate attempts to 

direct the conversations of the users (which readers do not approve, see Stroud, van Duyn, & 

Peacock, 2016), and, ultimately, as restrictions of free speech. Still, our findings do not 

suggest that interventions of professional moderators further decrease the perceived 

credibility of news articles. Beyond these findings on the limited impact of moderators’ 

interventions in comment sections on credibility judgements, journalists and editors are 

surely well-advised to take critical comments seriously and self-examine the quality of their 

work.  

Stroud and colleagues (2015) report that a recognizable journalist engaging in a 

comment section was more effective in changing the behavior of comment writers, because 

individuals are more trusted than institutional actors. In our stimulus material, a media 

organization instead of an individual reporter replied to the critical comment. Considering the 

findings from Stroud and colleagues, an individual reporter replying to a critical comment 

might have an impact on regaining credibility. 

With regard to practical considerations, our results suggest that counter-speech to 

criticism in user comments that one perceives as inappropriate for one reason or another 

matters to restore readers’ credibility perceptions. Disagreeing responses by users can 

outbalance a Like count of a critical comment. Factual interactive moderation by 

professionals has also been shown to increase users’ perception of a deliberative discussion 

atmosphere and their willingness to participate in the comment sections (Stroud et al., 2015; 

Ziegele & Jost, 2016). Thus, the interventions by moderators might potentially motivate 

silent readers to engage against overly critical comments themselves. The findings of the 

present study suggest that this user engagement can in turn influence the credibility of a news 

outlet’s journalistic content. 
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Limitations 

Our findings should be interpreted only in light of several methodological limitations. 

First, the experimental designs in laboratory settings pursued high internal validity. At the 

same time, this procedure might have forced respondents to read and evaluate news stories 

they might not be interested in under natural circumstances, thereby reducing the external 

validity of our findings. The laboratory setting also did not account for the notion that in 

many comment sections, the Like count of a comment influences the comment’s position 

within the thread. That is, most-liked comments appear more prominently in the thread and 

thus have a higher likelihood of receiving attention. Taking this into account might influence 

the effects of Likes to a comment.  

Second, both studies are limited to short-term effects of critical comments. Future 

long-term effects studies might be especially fruitful to understand the underlying processes 

of elaboration of exemplar and summary statistical social information accompanying news 

articles. For example, heuristic processing of Likes might probably have a less persistent 

effect than more elaborate processing of well-reasoned replies. Future studies should also 

address the effects of repeated exposure to critical comments on perceived news article 

credibility and possible spiral effects of decreasing appreciation of the whole news outlet.  

Third, in the first study, the comparisons with the control group cannot be clearly 

interpreted because the control group lacked both comments and information about the 

publishing news media brand. To investigate the effects of a comment-free version compared 

to supportive and critical comments while also separating the effects of the news outlet, a full 

3x2-experimental design would have been necessary.  

Finally, both studies drew on convenience samples with an overrepresentation of 

young and well-educated participants compared to the general population. Since social media 

news users are indeed younger and better educated than the general population (Perrin, 2015), 
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this should not be too much of a limitation to external validity. However, well-educated users 

tend to be more critical of online news outlets, while younger users seem to put higher trust in 

these outlets (Johnson & Kaye, 1998). Thus, future studies need to extend the findings to 

more robust samples.  

Conclusion 

In times when trust in established news media is repeatedly questioned, a closer 

understanding of the determinants of news credibility is inevitable. Our findings provide 

important implications for research on credibility perceptions in online environments and on 

the effects of critical comments, civil user-user-interactions, and interactive journalistic 

moderation. The findings underline the potential of critical user comments to serve as a 

corrective to deficient journalistic work, but, at the same time, the findings also illustrate that 

unjustified criticism in comment sections can affect the credibility of proper journalistic 

products in negative ways. In such cases, our results shed light on the differentiated effects of 

counter-speech on regaining credibility. Future research should continue to examine these 

dynamics in online discussions.  
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Tables 

Table 1 

Overview Over the Conditions in Study 2 and Means and Standard Deviations of the 

Perceived Article Credibility by Condition 

Condition critical 

comment 

below news 

post 

critical 

comment 

received 

Likes  

critical comment 

received reply 

comment 

(valence/author) 

Perceived article 

credibility M (SD) 

1: Control group no n.a. n.a. M = 4.69 (SD = 0.85) 

2: Experimental 

group 

yes no no M = 4.62 (SD = 0.92) 

3: Experimental 

group 

yes yes no M = 4.06 (SD = 0.97) 

4: Experimental 

group 

yes no yes: disagreeing 

reply by user 

M = 4.66 (SD = 1.04) 

5: Experimental 

group 

yes yes yes: disagreeing 

reply by user 

M = 4.67 (SD = 1.18) 

6: Experimental 

group 

yes no yes: disagreeing 

reply by moderator 

M = 4.38 (SD = 1.09) 

7: Experimental 

group 

yes yes yes: disagreeing 

reply by moderator 

M = 4.46 (SD = 1.09) 
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8: Experimental 

group 

yes no yes: agreeing reply 

by user 

M = 4.35 (SD = 1.06) 

9: Experimental 

group 

yes yes yes: agreeing reply 

by user 

M = 4.32 (SD = 0.91) 
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Online Appendix 

Online Appendix 1 

Stimulus in Study 1: News Article and User Comments (Original German Version Translated 

to English) 

 

29th December 2015, 14:28 Diet 

Sales Pitch Superfoods 

Superfoods promise to increase healthy nutrition. But what’s the real deal with chia seeds, 

goji and açaí berries? 

By Franz Kotteder 

A healthy diet is the alpha and omega of life. Some foods are even attested supernatural 

qualities. At least in the comic. What would be the brave sailor Popeye without his spinach? 

A can of it and the sailor becomes a superhero, knocking every opponent out of his boots. 

Popeye's spinach literally is the prototype of superfood: A food that grants special powers. Of 

course, what is currently advertised as “superfoods“ – a rather unusual plural in English – is 

not supposed to help in a brawl, but rather to make its consumers incredibly healthy and help 

them stay healthy. 

Even Jamie Oliver is not quite sure about the empirical evidence regarding the many 

superfood superlatives 

Now even the British television chef Jamie Oliver has published a book about superfood. 

This is always a sure sign that a trend is on the verge of reaching the mainstream of society. 

According to Oliver, “Everyday Superfood” (Dorling Kindersley Publishers, 312 pages, 

24,95 euros) is about spreading knowledge about healthy dieting. This does not sound very 

spectacular and is not very spectacular either. In fact, the media professional is surprisingly 
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holding back on promises of the effects of superfood. His “Super-food protein loaf” recipe 

just says: “It helps the muscles to heal and grow.” 

However, experts brand the hype about superfoods as nonsense. Hans Hauner, Professor for 

Nutritional Medicine at the Technical University of Munich, says: “Superfood is nothing but 

a PR-term used to make a deal.” It always works in the same way: You take a seed or a berry 

with a special, high nutritional value from a foreign country and claim it is particularly 

healthy. “The small portion these foods include is so trivial, that it does not make a big 

difference”. According to Hauner, this is the reason why there are virtually no scientific 

studies that confirm positive effects or demonstrate advantages of superfood over native 

varieties. 

The simple, old spinach is just as healthy as superfoods 

Nevertheless, many in the food industry are counting on the growing trend. Particularly 

vegans lust for a new healthy cookbook every half year. For them, superfoods make the most 

sense because they can compensate for the nutrients vegans otherwise miss for lack of meat 

and milk. Everyone else does not need to be afraid by going without quinoa, lucuma and 

sweet lupins. Most people can, just as Popeye did, stay with the ordinary spinach. It does not 

have to be straight from the can though.  
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 Supportive comments Critical comments 

Comment 1 Good article! It seems that somebody 

in the editorial office actually made 

the effort to analyze the whole thing 

more realistically. By the way, there 

are now studies that doubt the benefit 

of “superfoods”: 

https://www.klinikum.uni-

heidelberg.de/19.138838.0.html 

What a poor article! “Experts brand 

the hype about superfoods as 

nonsense.” Perhaps if you 

understand the editorial staff as 

“experts”. Real experts would never 

write such an undifferentiated and 

polemic article. 

Here is one of the many examples of 

what can also be understood under 

the term “superfoods”: 

https://www.klinikum.uni-

heidelberg.de/19-Brokkoli-

Co.138838.0.html 

Comment 2 So glad to hear critical voices about 

this topic. This hype is really 

unbearable. It’s a shame that even 

Jamie Oliver jumps on the 

bandwagon and uses it as a sales 

pitch. Until now, I’ve always liked 

his cookbooks. It’s not the first time I 

read that chia seeds can be harmful. 

And yet, the producers continue 

selling products with the label 

So sad to read wrong information 

about this topic in the article once 

again. “Superfoods” are not only 

chia seeds, goji berries etc., but 

everyday food like carrots, avocado, 

sesame, and sunflower seeds. 

I do not know about you, but I have 

not yet seen overpriced carrots in the 

supermarket labelled “superfoods”. 
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“superfood” at horrendous prices and 

people fall for it. By the way, carrots 

contain more vitamin A than other 

edibles (because of the beta-

carotene) and sesame is good for 

digestion. Should you therefore 

demand three times the usual price 

for it? 

Please do your research properly 

before ranting about this “hype”! By 

the way, various studies show the 

positive effects of superfoods, even 

of chia seeds & co. 
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Online Appendix 2 

Stimulus in Study 2: Facebook Post and User Comments  

(English Translation Below the Picture) 

 

Welt24.de 

Yesterday at 2.55 pm 

Are you skeptical about vaccinations?  
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Read seven facts here that speak for vaccinations in the end.  

Issue vaccinations  

They are one of the largest achievements of medicine. Still many people perceive them as 

unnecessary or even harmful. How much skepticism is justified?  

 

Neutral comment 1:  

Heidrun Ziegler: Look @Melanie Schmidt  

Critical comment (in conditions 2 to 9):  

Lena-Marie Winkler: With such sort of reporting I don’t wonder that no one believes 

in you… The article sounds like penned by a pharma lobbyist and contains no critical 

contention. Careful journalism looks different!!! It is undisputed that vaccinations constitute a 

multi-billion market for producers. Their influence on science, politics and media is obvious. 

Some “scientists” who publish pro-vaccination studies are themselves employed in the 

vaccine industry. You cannot trust them. 

Reply comments to the critical comment 

Disagreeing reply comment posted by user “Andreas Liebig” (in conditions 4 and 5)  

Andreas Liebig: I cannot reconstruct your criticism, since the article is carefully 

written and provides reliable scientific evidence. As presented in the article, a skepticism 

against vaccinations is barely justified. Vaccinations should be taken seriously to prevent 

infections and diseases. 

Disagreeing reply comment posted by moderator „Welt 24.de” (in conditions 6 and 7)  

Welt 24.de: We cannot reconstruct your criticism, since the article is carefully written 

and provides reliable scientific evidence. As presented in the article, skepticism against 

vaccinations is barely justified. Vaccinations should be taken seriously to prevent infections 

and diseases. 
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Agreeing reply comment posted by user “Andreas Liebig“ (in conditions 8 and 9)  

Andreas Liebig: I can fully understand your criticism and I, too, find the article 

carelessly written, since it ignores critical, scientific results. Different from the presentation 

in the article, skepticism against vaccinations is very well justified. Vaccinations should be 

scrutinized to prevent side effects and damage. 

 


